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show Dreamscapes by West End artists. As time is
defined by lockdowns and feelings of confusion, the
gardens we hastily planted in March have now
grown.
Our existential reflections melted into a sludge of
takeaway boxes and Netflix binge, acedia settled in,
slowly we started to resemble the desert fathers and
Saint Anthony, calling to be made whole again while
some of us shed tears and wished for a cure. Here
and there, euphoria sprang at the sound of freedom
approaching (Cally Lotz 'Hope'), glimpses of
gratitude on how sweet slowing down is gazing for
hours through branches in (Sarina Lirosi's Cupio)...In
the words of Virginia Woolf, ”the revelation never
came. Instead, there were little daily miracles,
illuminations, matches struck unexpectedly in the
dark”.
Layers of Time is a collection of the latest artworks
created in lockdown accompanied by reflections on
how the pandemic has affected these artists' notion
of time.

Pamela Rataj
"The time is out of joint." (it's a line from Hamlet)
It's as though we are floating in a bubble of disconnected
time, cut adrift from our day to day realities, and hoping a
destination will appear…

Artwork #3
2020
digital print on rag paper
29x42cm
$150
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Sarina Lirosi
Nature can be extraordinarily beautiful and terrifying at the
same time. It can be alluring but can also make us
apprehensive, anxious and feel vulnerable. Since 2017 I
have been photographing trees, lured by their dark gothic
beauty, the visual distortions and the chiaroscuro created
by the rain. I have always felt a love and respect for large
old trees. Firmly rooted in the earth, large trees have a
presence and stability that is comforting in times of human
flux and unrest. Photographing and drawing these trees
has enabled me to ponder their beautiful and haunting
nature, thus creating a kind of enigmatic feel that has also
led me along an existential path contemplating our place
and purpose on this planet.

Cupio (Want)
2020
photo transfer, acrylic paint and
pencil on paper
30cm Diameter
$450 each
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These four pieces are the beginning of a new series of
works on paper using mixed media: a combination of
photography, paint and pencil drawing on handmade
paper.
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Monique Lacey
The relativity of time has become really apparent during the periods I have
been in lockdown. Currently I am in my second run of lockdown and it
seems, again, that time has almost ground to a standstill. Everything we do
is marked by time. Time to have breakfast, the time we go to work. The time
our kids go to school and need dropping of or picking up, and the many
other things that we have to fit into the day are all marked in some way by
the duration of time. There never seems to be enough time to do it all.
Now I find myself in a situation where all the markers of time have been
removed as I am confined to my home. Paradoxically, where I once didn’t
have enough hours in the day, I find myself with an undefined sea of time
that stretches before me. While initially all this extra time seemed
promising; I could do all the stuff I didn’t have time for before, I found that
the endless amount of time available to me during lockdown did nothing
but overwhelm me and send me into a state of inertia. Thoughts of going
into my studio and produce a large body of work remained just thoughts. I
would go to the studio, look at some things, start a bit of work only to find
that finishing anything was impossible.

All the Bells and Whistles
2020
cardboard, plaster and resin
35x25x15cm
$2,350
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The perception of time changed again once the first lockdown was over
and I was allowed to go out again. The experience that had seemed
endless, I now looked back upon with a weird kind of fondness. That it had
been quite nice to slow down and get rid of all the pressures that we face
with day to day living. I had adapted to having “more time” and learned
that living the frantic pace of life was not the only option. For me ultimately
lockdown is a time for thinking rather than doing, a time to reflect with
regards to making work.
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Adrian Corke
‘Lately, I wake up with songs in my head that I haven't
listened to ......for years!’

Window #3
2020
acrylic polymer on wood panel
45x25cm
$770
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Lev Khesin
Decelerate - [cause to reduce speed] Oxford English
Dictionary
This would be the word of the year 2020 for me. While the
whole situation was and is quite dramatic, some exhibitions
were postponed, I slowed down, reconsidered the
important things in my life and spent more time with my
daughter. A really positive time for me.
My work has very much to do with Time, I apply a layer a
day (or less) during a period of several months. My artwork
is like a cut-down tree, where you can witness all its rings.
So these slow times we have now correspond well with me.

Alark
2020
silicone pigment on canvas
46x36cm
$4,400
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Giordano Biondi
"Time will give back what time has taken away"
this phrase is engraved on a clock that belonged to my
great-grandfather. It hasn't kept the time for many years,
and I hope no one ever sets it in motion again. Time took
the clock away and brought back an enigma. It took the
hours and the minutes and it left the words.
Time has taken away a few things these past months. And
gave me back entire cities, written on paper, swept by
endless acedia, its houses inhabited by all the minutes, the
hours, the days...

Sonatine
2020
ink marker on ceramic bisque
20cm
$110
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Dónal Molloy-Drum
Living in a small rural community in the Wimmera region, I
feel blessed that life has continued pretty much as normal
for me during the Covid19 pandemic.
As a full-time artist I was already living an isolated
existence; welding, grinding, shaping, sanding, polishing.
My arts practice continues unabated, with a wide-open
landscape as a backdrop.
Sadly though, travel restrictions and a cancelled trip to see
my Irish family, leaves me with memories for now. My
recent sculpture ‘Mountain’ is a reflection on a hike in high
country where the tree line stands starkly firm in the
toughest of conditions.

Mountain
2020
stainless steel, marine plywood
veneer
40x40x12cm
$4,400
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Hopefully, we can all do the same and like the poem below
by Seamus Heaney, we as artists can enrich the lives of
others by bringing simple memories and emotions to life.
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Dónal Molloy-Drum
Sonnets from Hellas
1.

Into Arcadia

It was opulence and amen on the mountain road.
Walnuts bought on a high pass from a farmer
Who’d worked in Melbourne once and now trained
water
Through a system of pipes and runnels of split reed
Known in Hellas, probably, since Hesiod –
That was the least of it. When we crossed the border
From Argos into Arcadia, and farther
Into Arcadia, a lorry load
Of apples had burst open on the road
So that for yards our tyres raunched and scrunched
Flourish
2020
stainless steel, marine plywood
veneer
100x60x20cm
$7,700
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them
But we drove on, juiced up and fleshed and spattered,
Revelling in it. And then it was the goatherd
With his goats in the forecourt of the filling station,
Subsisting beyond eclogue and translation.
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Cliff Burtt
According to my P.O.D.* :” time (noun)- the successive
states of the universe regarded as a whole whose every
part or moment is before or after every other & position of
which is defined in answer to the question 'when?’”
We seem at present to be in stasis, Zeno's arrow
suspended mid flight. We grasp by analogies; none, with
Time, come close to adequacy, save perhaps the fierce
personification of the ancients: Cronus
C.B.
*Pocket Oxford Dictionary, fifth edition, 1970

Rotational Model

2020
steel and brass
66x29x29cm
$3,600
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Jo Lane
Are we putting in and taking out,
while it drives along without a doubt,
unable to halt its speed or fact,
we are part of it, and yet distract,
with our own meaning and race,
on our long, long journey into space.

Time is a Traveller
2020
graphite, charcoal, colour pencil on
Arches hot press 300gsm
29x29cm
Unframed
$900
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Sue Rosalind Vesely
I grew up with a sense of WW2. I knew about vast
movements and real consequences. People stepping up to
reality and dealing with what came. This is like war. We live
in the moment but we think about the future and what we
can do…

Fanlight
2020
oil on canvas
153x275cm
$6,000
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Susan Buret
Because of my love for pattern I’ve always been interested
in time, the tool we use to plan, to predict diurnal and
seasonal change and, to synchronise out meeting and
communications.
2020 has been a year where I have re-evaluated and
reflected in how I experience time. As I have grown older I
have noticed that time seems to pass more rapidly. The
days never seem to be long enough and the seasons rush
by. However, isolation and travel restrictions have slowed
my time down. Once I came to terms with the new reality, I
began to focus on now rather than planning for future
projects and travels. Time slowed down and I felt strangely
liberated. The pattern of time, subjectively distorted and
manipulated is reflected in the patterns in my works.

My Cup
2020
underglaze on porcelain
25x20cm
$800
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Jenny Reddin
Time is like a pie chart. Generally there is a chunk for
family, a chunk for chores, a chunk for doing what’s
expected, a chunk for being who people expect you to be
and, if you are lucky, a small bit left over for being You. I
feel for people who are suffering during this pandemic, for
families who have lost loved ones, who are themselves sick
and for those struggling with the restrictions on their normal
lives (including Karen). So it is with a degree of guilt that I
say that I am loving lockdown. The pie chart had shifted.
Thinking, stillness, weightlessness, dreaming, conjuring,
creativity, indulgence (yes I’ve put on weight), time, space
and a lack of pressure, all unexpected gifts of this
pandemic.

Growth and New Life
2020
mixed media
140x120cm
$3,850
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Cezary Stulgis
I like to be engaged in a creative process in my own mind.
Sometimes it’s the small things around the house, or a
small artwork I am building in the studio. Giving myself a
small creative challenge, at the start of the Pandemic, it
seemed, as there was no real reason to be creative, no
shows to work towards, no commissions. I have found a
different reason. My own reason for my own dialogue with
myself and I am happy with this.
Not always convinced about it, which is fine but as I get
started and I become convinced. I seem to find pleasure in
the process this leads me to a place that overtakes and
engages my whole body, in a physical and mental level.
It’s a state of meditation. 'Their' time does not exist, only
mine. Not rushing anything just taking my time to go
through each stage of the process a day at a time, to be in
the moment. Only. Now.
Vessel
2020
steel
80x30x30cm
$4,000
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Lorna Crane
This indefinite period of our history has been a time for
deeper reflection of the past and trying to deal with the
present with huge concerns for the future.
An unsettling pause where the unknown becomes a
quantity divided into parts. Where fear and doubt have
been deeply etched and now embedded into our psyche
and now layered into the way we try move forward and
beyond. This gridded work on paper with puddled layers of
pigmented and handmade ironbark ink then carefully
machine stitched is an expression of the unknown with
concern for the fragility of our environment and our
existence.

Time Will Tell
2020
ink, pencil and cotton
stitching on paper
112x76cm
Unframed
$1,250
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Fiona Halse
Gathering of matter. Dust is caressed and reclaimed. There
is a pulse of warmth behind the clay that can only be
applied to a surface now. Seeking resurrection and there is
a vain attempt to create an anthropomorphic being. 'Layers
of Time' sift through the surface of the clay, its erosion can
be evident, but it can be reshaped.

Man of Clay
2020
mixed media
56x38cm
$990
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Rose Moxham
Every time I think of time, of what it is, it rolls around,
marches on, does a backflip, spirals, an acrobat. It is
illusory, yet leaves its marks. It is made up of memories…
put it in a bowl and see what floats to the top. Whether or
not I was thinking of time when making these pieces is
irrelevant – time made them. They are hopeful pieces. My
thought was to truncate the triangle, leaving only an
implied vanishing point. Then to invert it, so that the implied
vanishing point might become an implied point of origin. A
flash of mangrove swamp that expands as it rises.

Swamp, The Drain and the Big Glum Sky, Blue Swamp
2020
oil on wood
18.5x16.5x7.4 cm
$300 each
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Cathy Muhling
Time during the pandemic has become strange as it
almost feels like a soft lull that is no longer defined. It has
created for me a mix of reflection, memories and space
allowing me to grieve the loss of my husband - what was,
what should be, what can’t be. It has also given me time to
look at my environment and look at the joy that gardens
and plants can bring.
I work by layering oil paint, rubbing back, imprinting
watching it change over time.

Void
2020
oil on canvas
30x30cm
$300
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Cally Lotz
Lockdown has destroyed my sense of time. Days feel like
weeks – months feel like seconds. I don’t know what day it
is. It’s like a return to the cyclical time when all I can rely on
is sunrise and the seasons. The lack of structure
everywhere is finding its way into my routine. Forgetting
things. Remembering others. Without markers, time has
become less distinct. And without the certainty of an
endpoint, there is no way to organise or shape my mind in
time.

Hope
2020
oil on linen
41x31cm
$950
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Paul Bishop
This shaking keeps me steady. I should know.
What falls away is always. And is near.
I wake to sleep, and take my waking slow.
I learn by going where I have to go.

Theodore Roethke, The Waking 1953.
Art making happens over time. It inherently has duration, and
each artist’s duration, their productive rhythm, is different.
There are extremes of this, from plein air painters trying to
capture fleeting light, through to Howard Hodgkin periodically
considering a painting over literally years before acting quickly
and decisively, like Kabuki theatre.
My collage process has its own middle ground duration.
Marked, painted and stained paper scraps lie on the floor,
shuffled and cross-referenced into novel configurations. This
happens daily, sometimes over extended periods, as I look for
associations that surprise me and hopefully the viewer.
There are long periods of (seemingly) no action – just looking,
and considering … and then across a number of days just
everything seems … right.
As this picture making proceeds, other sorts of parallel
associations – music lyrics, books I’m reading, politics I’m
worrying over – all come into play.

The Tiny Share We Have of Time
Appalls Me
2020
mixed media on newsprint
12x15cm
$300
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Like many of us in these restricted times, I’ve increasingly
‘come in on myself’, with mixed results. I’ve grown more flexible
and better trust my productive instincts. In other regards (he
said contently) I’m as dumb as ever.
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Carol Batchelor
Is it Tuesday or is the weekend… that distinction is more
blurry now.
My job teaching drawing to design students means that
although we are online, my weeks are now punctuated by
my teaching days and that is something I am very thankful
for.
Time is one of those slippery and at times seemingly
contradictory concepts. A construct that can change and
slip by quickly or feel like an eternity. It is dependant upon
relationships. Your relationships with the people you’re with
and your environment, the space we inhabit. Be that
physical or in your mind.
2020 has got a bad rap but I feel we are all wishing it
away… what is in this moment that we will not again get the
chance to experience?

Triptych
2018
oil on canvas
35x40, 30x30, 40x40cm
$1,500
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